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Effect of Implementing Lean-On Bracing in Skewed Steel I-Girder Bridges

**Abstract**

Skew of the supports in steel I-girder bridges cause undesirable torsional effects, increase cross-frame forces, and generally increase the difficulty of designing and constructing a bridge. The girders experience differential deflections due to the skewed supports, and undesirable effects arise when the girders are linked transversely. Before the placement of the deck, the main method of linking the girders transversely is through the use of cross-frames. The cross-frames are designed to provide stability during construction and distribute transverse loads through the bridge girders; this is their primary role. Cross-frames also help control differential displacement during deck placement and distribute vertical loads in the bridge’s elastic and inelastic ranges. The cross-frames are not specifically designed for these tasks; these are the secondary roles of the cross-frames. Lean-On bracing has been proposed to reduce skew effects caused by traditional cross-frames. While having been shown to improve skew effects, the alternative cross-frame designs have not been evaluated on the effect they have on the cross-frames’ secondary roles.

This paper describes a study of the effects Lean-On bracing has on the secondary roles of cross-frames. Three-dimensional Finite Element Models were used to perform a study involving changes in skew angle and cross-frame design. The rotation of the girders, maximum cross-frame stresses, load distribution, and differential displacement between the girders were used to characterize the behavior of the bridges. For the bridge type studied, the only major difference in performance was that the maximum cross-frame stresses were reduced for the bridges modeled with Lean-On bracing.
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ABSTRACT
Skew of the supports in steel I-girder bridges cause undesirable torsional effects, increase cross-frame forces, and generally increase the difficulty of designing and constructing a bridge. The girders experience differential deflections due to the skewed supports, and undesirable effects arise when the girders are linked transversely. Before the placement of the deck, the main method of linking the girders transversely is through the use of cross-frames. The cross-frames are designed to provide stability during construction and distribute transverse loads through the bridge girders; this is their primary role. Cross-frames also help control differential displacement during deck placement and distribute vertical loads in the bridge’s elastic and inelastic ranges. The cross-frames are not specifically designed for these tasks; these are the secondary roles of the cross-frames. Lean-On bracing has been proposed to reduce skew effects caused by traditional cross-frames. While having been shown to improve skew effects, the alternative cross-frame designs have not been evaluated on the effect they have on the cross-frames’ secondary roles.

This paper describes a study of the effects Lean-On bracing has on the secondary roles of cross-frames. Three-dimensional Finite Element Models were used to perform a study involving changes in skew angle and cross-frame design. The rotation of the girders, maximum cross-frame stresses, load distribution, and differential displacement between the girders were used to characterize the behavior of the bridges. For the bridge type studied, the only major difference in performance was that the maximum cross-frame stresses were reduced for the bridges modeled with Lean-On bracing.

INTRODUCTION
Skew of the supports in steel I-girder bridges can cause undesirable torsional effects. These effects include an overall rotation of the girders, lateral bending stress in the girder flanges, and elevated forces in cross-frames (1). This results in the web of the girder being out of plumb in all but one designed load condition and fatigue problems at the locations of cross-frames, which reduce the useful life of the bridge (2) (3). The torsional effects are caused by differential displacements along the length of each girder. Individually, loading would not cause torsion in the girders, but connecting the girders transversely, either with cross-frames or a concrete deck, links the girders and induces torsion (1). During construction, before the concrete deck has cured, linking the girders transversely is required to provide stability. In the final in-service state, linking the girders transversely provides for redundancy, load distribution, and a load path for transverse loads.

Cross-frames provide the main mechanism used to link girders transversely up until the point where a concrete deck has been placed and cured. Figure 1 gives three typical cross-frame details. The primary (designed) duties of the cross-frames are to provide stability during construction and a load path for transverse forces (4). In order to accomplish these goals, the cross-frames must have stiffness in the transverse direction. Secondary (non-designed), cross-frames control the profile of the concrete deck when it is being placed, contribute to the distribution of live loads between girders, provide redundant load paths, and contribute to a bridge’s inelastic response (4). This requires stiffness in the vertical direction.

The vertical stiffness of the typical cross braces shown in Figure 1 is the main cause of the undesirable skew effects. Reducing the vertical stiffness has been shown to alleviate the undesirable effects of skew. Simply removing the top cords from x-braces has been shown to reduce skew effects (2). The use of Lean-On bracing has been implemented in the field to reduce
the effects of skew and the removal of the diagonal chords from the cross-frames has been implemented to prevent undesirable load paths in experimental testing (5) (6). Figure 2 shows an example of Lean-On bracing. Lean-On bracing reduces the number of cross-frames with vertical stiffness. The use of Lean-On bracing has been shown to provide the required stability bracing and to reduce the effects of skew (7, 8). While these methods have been implemented to reduce skew effects, they may prevent the cross-frames from contributing in their secondary roles. In order to fully understand the benefits of cross-frame designs that reduce skew effects, their effects on the secondary roles of cross-frames must be considered.

This paper describes an analytical study of regular and skewed steel I-girder bridges under applied loads using K-Frames and Lean-On bracing to investigate the effects the different cross-frame designs have on load distribution and ultimate capacity. The analytical models used are based on the results of a physical test of ultimate capacity on a 1/5th scale model. The analysis compares different bridge skew angles (0°, 30°, 45°, 60°) and their effects on the behavior of bridges with both cross-frame configurations. The bridges were modeled using Strand7 finite element analysis software. On average, each model contained 248,320 nodes, 11,652 beams and 242,046 plates.

![Figure 1: Common cross-frame and diaphragm designs](image)

**FIGURE 1 Common cross-frame and diaphragm designs**

**MODELING**
The bridge models used in this study were based on the 1/5th scale physical model described in Bechtel et al. (6) (9). This scale physical model bridge was loaded to its ultimate capacity. The bridge failed when the concrete deck fractured; the scale physical model is pictured in Figure 3a. This provided a known failure mode for the bridge models used in this study and verification for the modeling techniques. The general cross-section of the bridge was scaled up and held constant for each bridge. Figure 2 shows the general bridge geometry of the computer model. While the skew of the bridge was increased, the girder spacing, girder length, and deck thickness were held constant. Changes in these parameters could cause a change in the failure mode.

**Material Properties**
Figure 4 shows the simplified material properties used in the models. The material properties were based on those measured in Bechtel et al (6) (9). The steel has an elastic modulus of 29,000 ksi, yields at a stress of 56 ksi, has a perfectly plastic yield plateau, and linearly strain hardens to a stress of 65 ksi. When a nonlinear steel model was implemented, von Mises yield criterion was used. Steel was used for the girders, cross-frames, end diaphragms, and the concrete formwork. The concrete was modeled as linear elastic with a modulus of 5,260 ksi. The ultimate compressive stress was 5.4 ksi, and the ultimate tension stress was 0.26 ksi. The ultimate tension
stress was taken as $3.65 \sqrt{f_c}$ (psi) (10). The concrete was modeled as a nonlinear elastic material with a maximum stress (11). This model uses the principal strains to determine the behavior of the concrete material, allowing it to behave differently in tension and compression (11). After the concrete reached its ultimate stress, in either tension or compression, the material was given a plastic behavior. In reality, concrete stress would reduce to zero. The plastic behavior served to create a more stable model that could be evaluated statically. While the concrete in Bechtel et al. was reinforced, the reinforcement was not included in these models (6). The purpose of the study was comparison, and all models were created in the same manner. The concrete material model and the omission of reinforcement created a model that solved more rapidly and displayed the deflection characteristics and failure mode observed in Bechtel et al. (6). Figure 3a shows the failure of the model bridge compared to finite element results. The white area shows where the deck has exceeded the tension cracking stress in the transverse direction. The transverse tension in the deck is due to the applied load being distributed to the other girders in the bridge.

FIGURE 2 General bridge geometry
Figure 3b compares the load deflection behavior of Girder 2 from the physical test to three different analytical models with different deck properties. The best agreement can be achieved with an explicit dynamic model (9). This type of model is incredibly time and resource intensive. Since the goal of the study was comparison, it was desired to develop a simplified static model which could identify the failure mode. Giving the deck’s linear elastic material properties made the model overly stiff. The deflection behavior of the model with linear elastic deck properties begins to deviate from the physical test at a load of 5 trucks. Given the concrete deck elastic perfectly plastic behavior resulted in better agreement with the physical test. The load deflection behavior does not deviate until loads greater than 15 trucks. Making the concrete material properties elastic and then plastic allows the models to capture the initiation of the deck failure while maintaining model stability, and this was deemed adequate for the purpose of comparison. The plastic behavior does not allow for the progression of failure.
Model Layout and Cross-Frame Design
Simply supported bridge models were created at 0°, 30°, 45°, and 60° skews. The girder and deck cross-sections were held constant. The girders had a height of 60 in. and a web thickness of 0.9 in. The total flange width was 12.03 in. and the thickness of the flange was 1.5 in. The girders were 100 ft. (1200 in.) long with a span of 198 ft. (1176 in.). The stiffeners were full depth and 1 in. thick. The concrete deck was 10 in. thick. The rigid supported diaphragms had the same cross-sections as the girders and ran from support to support with the skew. The girders and cross-frames were designed with no load fit.

The maximum cross-frame spacing was assumed to be 25 ft.; for the given girders this spacing met the local buckling requirements in the AASHTO LRFD Bridge Design Specifications (12). K-Frames were used because the ratio of girder spacing to girder depth was greater than 1.5. The cross-frames were designed using the American Institute of Steel Construction Specification for Single Angle Members (13). This was the method used to design the cross-frames for the physical model. The members were sized using the lateral wind loads (12), and an L2x2x5/16 angle was used for all portions of the intermediate cross-frames. This was the method used to size the cross-frames in the physical model. The concrete form was composed of 1/8-in. thick steel and supported with L2 ½ x 2 ½ x ½ steel angles at every foot along the length.

Figure 5 represents the girders at different skewed angles and their cross-frame configurations. The Lean-On braces were laid out in the same manner as in Helwig, and Liqun (7). All cross-frames were laid out perpendicular to the girders. This mimics the cross-frames in the physical model. The orientation of the cross-frames to the girders was not evaluated as a variable. The bridge with no skew consisted of nine intermediate K-Frames at three positions; these were reduced to three intermediate K-Frames for the Lean-On design. The bridge with a 30° skew required twelve K-Frames in the conventional layout and four K-Frames in the Lean-On layout. The bridges with 45° skew required eleven K-Frames for the K-Frame design and four K-Frames in the Lean-On design. This bridge required less K-Frames due to the skew and maximum allowable distance between cross-frames. For the 60° skewed bridge, due to the larger skew and maximum allowed length between cross-frames, the layout of the cross-frames was reduced to ten K-Frames for the conventional design and four K-Frames for the Lean-On design.

Model Staging
To better represent a real structure, construction phasing was accounted for in the models. This was achieved by creating groups within each model and activating and deactivating these groups when appropriate. The results of each stage were used as the initial conditions of each subsequent stage. Table 1 details the loads and components present in each stage of the bridge, and Figure 6 gives a visual for selected stages during this process. Stage 1 accounted for the gravity load in the girders and the cross-frames. The formwork was installed in Stage 2. The concrete deck was poured in Stages 3 through 7. Figure 7 shows the order the pressures representing the wet concrete were applied to the model. The concrete pressures were applied moving transversely across the bridge to increase differential displacement in the girders and stress in the cross-frames. In Stage 8, the formwork and applied pressures were removed from the model and replaced with the solid concrete deck. This was the first point where the concrete was given stiffness. In Stage 9, three pressure loads equal to the three axels of the AASHTO HS-20 truck were applied mid-span on Girder 2. The pressure areas were scaled from Bechtel et al.
In Stages 10 until failure, the pressure load was increased by one truck. Stages 1 through 9 were evaluated allowing for nonlinear geometry, and subsequently Stages 9 to failure were evaluated using nonlinear material properties. Nonlinear geometry was considered for the construction phase to evaluate stability issues with the formwork and construction. The stresses were checked to ensure they remained well below the yield stress. Nonlinear material properties had to be considered in order to evaluate the ultimate capacity, but geometric nonlinear behavior was neglected. The nonlinear geometry would have allowed the cross-frames to buckle, but this may have made comparison between the two different cross-frame details more difficult. Especially if one cross-frame were to buckle and the other did not. Buckling of a cross-frame member could easily be corrected for in the design of the cross-frames. It would not help to demonstrate a difference between the two different cross-frame types.

Failure was determined when the strain in the concrete deck exceeded the strain at which the maximum tension stress occurred. In Figure 3a, the failure area of the model, represented in white, can be compared to the failure in the physical model.

**FIGURE 5 Layout of cross-frames**
### TABLE 1 Model Staging

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Stage 1</th>
<th>Stage 2</th>
<th>Stage 3</th>
<th>Stage 4</th>
<th>Stage 5</th>
<th>Stage 6</th>
<th>Stage 7</th>
<th>Stage 8</th>
<th>Stage 9</th>
<th>To failure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Structural Steel</td>
<td>Form Work</td>
<td>Concrete Deck Placement</td>
<td>Deck Cured</td>
<td>Truck Loading: 72 kips/truck</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravity</td>
<td>On</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete Pressure</td>
<td>Load Case 1</td>
<td>Load Case 2</td>
<td>Load Case 3</td>
<td>Load Case 4</td>
<td>Load Case 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truck Load</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Increases 1 / Stage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Linear Analysis</td>
<td>NLG(^1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NLM(^2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girder</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-Frame</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End Diaphragm</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formwork</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete Deck</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Active</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)NLG = Non-linear Geometry, \(^2\)NLM = Non-linear Material

### FIGURE 6 Model Staging

![Stage 1](image1)
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![Stage 9](image5)
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of Lean-On bracing in respect to the secondary roles of cross-frames and the reduction of skew effects. Differential displacement and load distribution were evaluated to determine the effect Lean-On bracing has on the secondary roles of cross-frames. When the skew in the bridge increased, the stresses in the cross-frames and the rotation of the girders increased. The stresses in the cross-frames and maximum girder rotation were analyzed to determine the effectiveness of Lean-On bracing in reducing the effects of skew.

Ultimate Capacity
The ultimate capacity of each model was governed by failure of the deck. Failure was evaluated by observing strain in the transverse direction. The first crack was determined when the strain in the concrete deck exceeded the tension strain, 0.000053. This strain corresponds to the ultimate tension stress. Failure was determined when the area of the deck with the strain exceeding 0.000053 grew to match that observed in the scale model tested in Bechtel et al. (6). For all skewed bridges, except the bridge with K-Frames and no skew, the first cracks formed when 4 trucks were applied, and failure occurred under a load of 6 trucks. First cracking occurred for the bridge with K-Frames and no skew at a load of 5 trucks, and ultimate failure occurred under 7 trucks. Generally, the use of Lean-On bracing did not affect the cracking or ultimate capacity.

Differential Displacement
Figure 8a shows the maximum differential displacement between all girders for each skew and cross-frame configuration. The differential displacement was found by summing the change in displacement in the transverse direction at two-inch increments along the length of the bridge. The maximum displacement occurred between girders 1 and 4. The maximum differential displacement occurred during Stage 4 for the bridge without skew and during Stage 5 for the skewed bridges. Figure 8a shows that bridges at a higher skew experienced a higher absolute differential displacement. It was observed that there was no significant difference between the K-Frame and Lean-On designs for the absolute differential displacement.
Figure 8b displays the relative differential displacement for each skew and both cross-frame configurations. The maximum relative differential displacement was found by comparing adjacent girders. Maximum relative differential displacement occurred between girders 1 and 2 for all bridges. The relative differential displacements were analyzed during the construction phase and it was determined that they took place during Stage 4 for the bridges at 0° and 30° skew and they took place during Stage 5 for the 45° and 60° skewed bridges. The graph shows that the relative differential displacement increased as the skew in the bridge increased. The Lean-On bracing resulted in an increase of approximately 0.01 inches in relative differential displacement. The differences between the K-Frames and the Lean-On bracing designs for relative differential displacement were small enough to be considered insignificant.

Cross-Frame Stress
Figure 9 shows the maximum axial cross-frame stresses in both tension(+) and compression(-). Figure 9a shows the maximum cross-frame stresses during the placement of the deck. The maximum value for each bridge occurred between Stages 3 and 5. During the placement of the deck, the axial cross-frame stresses were higher in the K-Frames. The K-Frame layout resulted in a stress increase of approximately 2 ksi for the compression members and approximately 1 ksi for the tension members, except for at 45° skew. The highest cross-frame stresses occurred for the 60° skewed bridge at -6.3 ksi in compression and 6.8 ksi in tension. As the skew in the bridge increased, the cross-frame stresses increased as well.

Figure 9b shows the axial cross-frame stresses when one truck load was applied. While the stresses continued to increase with skew, there was not a difference in stress between the K-Frame and Lean-On configurations. The load of one truck is comparatively less than the weight of the uncured concrete deck.
Figure 10 shows the maximum axial stress in the cross-frames for each skew angle and cross-frame configuration from 1 truck (Stage 9) to failure. The tension stresses are represented by the letter “T” and the compression stresses by the letter “C”. While most bridges failed at 6 trucks, Figure 10 shows cross-frame stresses up to 7 trucks for comparison. The stresses in the cross-frames increased as more trucks were added to the deck of the bridge and as the skew was increased. The implementation of Lean-On bracing resulted in lower cross-frame stresses. The bridges with 60° skew and K-Frames saw the highest stresses (16.0 ksi. tension and -14.5 ksi. compression at 6 trucks). The implementation of Lean-On bracing reduced these stresses by 36% and 29% in tension and compression respectively.

**FIGURE 9 Max cross-frame stress**

**FIGURE 10 Max cross-frame stresses 1 truck (Stage 9) to ultimate**
Rotation
Figure 11a shows the maximum rotation that occurred at Stage 7, the end of the construction phase, for all analyzed bridges. The maximum rotation was determined by finding the maximum displacement in the transverse direction in the flanges and comparing this to the original coordinates of the girder. Maximum transverse displacement occurred in the bottom flange. The change in the angle between the top of the web and the edge of the flange was calculated as girder rotation. The maximum rotation increased as skew of the supports increased. Maximum rotation was not significantly affected by the implementation of Lean-On bracing.

Figure 11b shows the maximum rotation at each skew when one truck was applied. The graph shows that after one truck was loaded, the bridge at a higher skew resulted in a higher rotation. This was not affected by the cross-frame design. The Lean-On bracing did not have a significant effect on the rotation of the girders.

Load Distribution
Figure 12a shows the load distribution in Stage 8, where the bridge is fully constructed with the cured concrete deck. All loads were evenly distributed for the bridge without skew. When the supports were skewed, the edge girders carried more load than the inside girders. Lean-On bracing showed a load distribution that was slightly more evenly distributed between the girders, as compared to the K-Frame layout, which varied more.

Figure 12b shows the load distribution for the bridges after one truck load was applied, Stage 9. The plot shows that for all bridge types, Girder 1 carried the largest percentage of the load. This was due to the off center loading. It was observed that the bridge without skew behaved differently than the skewed bridges. For the bridge at 0° skew, Girder 2 carried the second largest load, followed by Girder 3, and then Girder 4. For the skewed bridges at 30° and 45°, Girder 4 carried more load than Girders 2 and 3. This is because the support at Girder 4 in these bridges was located closer to the applied load. For the 60° skewed bridge, the load was closer to Girder 3, therefore this girder carried more load. As the plot shows, the type of cross-frame configuration did not greatly affect the load distribution of the bridges.
Figure 13 shows the change in the truck load distribution for girders transversely connected with K-Frames and Lean-On bracing, respectively. Data is shown for 1 to 7 applied truck loads. The load distributions in the edge girders (1 and 4) and in the center girders (2 and 3) showed similar trends as the skew angle increased. For the skewed bridges, the portion of truck load that Girders 1, 2 and 4 carried decreased while Girder 3’s truck load increased. As the load increased and the deck started to crack, its ability to distribute the load to the girders decreased and Girder 2 began to carry a larger percentage of the load. The loads carried by Girders 1 and 4 decreased and the loads carried by Girders 2 and 3 increased. Girder 3 for the bridge with 60° skew did not follow this trend; it carried more load than Girder 2. For this bridge, the truck load is closer to Girder 3’s support as compared to the other bridges. The Lean-On bracing did not show a pronounced difference in the distribution of the loads.
CONCLUSIONS
This research showed that Lean-On bracing for the bridge type studied did not have a significant effect on the secondary roles of the cross-frames. No significant change was observed in the differential displacement between girders or the distribution of the vertical loads. The alternative cross-frame configuration did not affect the ultimate capacity of the bridges. Failure occurred under the same applied load for each bridge design.
There was a difference in the cross-frames' stresses when comparing Lean-On bracing and K-Frame bracing. The axial stresses in the Lean-On bracing were generally lower than in the K-Frame configuration. In the construction phase, the Lean-On bracing decreased cross-frame stresses by approximately 25%. For the application of 1 truck the reduction was only 3%. There was no significant difference in the maximum rotation of the girders when Lean-On bracing was implemented. Generally, there was no adverse effects from implementing Lean-On bracing, and Lean-On bracing systems have the advantage of using less material and having fewer connections. This makes them easier to fabricate and assemble. It also reduces dead load.

This study focused on the effects of Lean-On bracing in skewed steel I-girder bridges. The conclusions in this paper are only relevant when applied to this type of bridge structure. Future work could be done to assess the effects of Lean-On bracing in bridges with different dimensions and failure modes.
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